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The game of life
The game of Life (an extremely simple model of 
bacterial growth) 

To study the asymptotic behavior of the game of life 
— death, periodic repetition, unbounded growing

Conway 1970

Growing: particularly, increasing the 
complexity of its pattern is interesting.

Wikipedia

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CellularAutomaton.html

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/CellularAutomaton.html


Yet another game of life

To study the asymptotic behavior of 
my life — death, periodic repetition, 
unbounded growing

http://sa2hara.com/?p=369



My life plan

Growing → almost periodic → death
Growing → still growing → death time

Escape

in the sense of Kurzweil

Clock variable lifeform

die suddenly

 (e.g. accident,  cardiac infarction)

die after notified (e.g. cancer)

Reversible lifeform
Present

senile decay



My life plan

Growing → almost periodic → death
Growing → still growing → death time

Escape

in the sense of Kurzweil

Clock variable lifeform

die suddenly

 (e.g. accident,  cardiac infarction)

die after notified (e.g. cancer)

Reversible lifeform
Present

senile decay

There are some nice books for preparing  
for the day of these two cases.

Here is the problem. 
Particularly dementia



Dementia
Memory disorder and Disorientation



Functional electrical 
stimulation (FES)

Recording one’s electromyography (EMG). 

Storing the measured data. 

Playing it to support a patient of motor 
paralysis.

It seems useless for supporting one’s thinking 
process, because we don’t want to think the same  

thing repeatedly.

Exoskeletal robot

Even if a different thinking process is invoked,  
it must be another person’s thinking.

The case of a functional disorder of limb:

Bioness H200 https://www.atr.jp/topics/press_150114.html



Dementia: living in a world 
like that of Memento?

Memento

掟上今日子の忘備録



Anterograde amnesia  
(by herpes simplex encephalitis)

Recollection 

Familiarity

消えていく今 7秒の記憶と生きる CVCテレビ 
https://hicbc.com/tv/kieteiku-ima/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_ilvigRCcc



Early-onset dementia
ザ!世界仰天ニュース　「全てを忘れていく恐怖の病気」

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=joA6nlIoL9s

Dementia notification.  
A 'paradox' of early-onset dementia... 



Memory disorder
Memory 

Semantic memory, episodic memory (apt to be lost by dementia) 

Procedural memory (e.g. riding a bicycle, etc.) 

Memory Processing 

Memorization 

Retention 

Recall     (You need to recall a thing at a proper time and a place.) 

Recollection (self associative, apt to be lost in aging) 

Familiarity (not self associative but can recognize)



Anterograde 
amnesia

Early-onset 
dementia 

(advanced)
Senile dementia 

(early stage)
Senile dementia 

(advanced)
Senile dementia 

(last stage)

Memorization ❌ 🔺 ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Retention ❌ 🔺 ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Recollection ❌ ❌ ❌ ❌ ❌

Familiarity ❌ 🔺 ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Motivation ⭕ ⭕ 🔺 ❌ ❌

Physical ⭕ ⭕ ⭕ 🔺 ❌

Losing the ability of ‘recollection.’
Losing the ‘driving forth’ of thinking.



Losing the ability of ‘recollection’ 
and the ‘driving forth’ of thinking

Can’t I escape from 
giving up thinking? 

Is everything  directed 
by the others?

I cannot but completely rely on other’s recommendation.

What is your favorites?
   1: Sports

✔2:Travel

   3: Driving

…

Submit

I have to be satisfied with things by a collective knowledge.

No, I want to stay geeky!

recommendation (a new story is made by the system)

the actual timeline  
of my photo album

cf. “… for the rest of us” which is the ‘rest’?

I don’t want to obey the result of a big data analysis!

◎ Total Recall[ki 99] 



Knowledge Home

Moving to another house results in 
worsening of symptoms of dementia. 
One loses one’s orientation. 

I do not want to move from my 
‘knowledge home!’ 

Then what is my knowledge home?

This word by Toffoli 2002, 2004

◎ Knowlege Home[ki 2711] 
○ 引っ越し[aga 223]

Memory disorder and disorientation might be the same.



What is my thinking process?

This is the problem of biometrics. 

A thinking process makes a work process as 
a trajectory (a projection). 

My thinking process may be a serialization 
of things stored in my brain.   

It will be estimated by capturing my work 
process.  

How to capture my work process?

This ability will be lost in the beginning of Dementia.

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 作業パタンレコーダ[ki 1167] 
・ 制御された並列性[ki 2897]

To begin with,...

If my thinking process will properly estimated, the prodromal stage of dementia (depression, schizophrenia,…) might be captured. 



An experimental mailing list
The 1st motivation: how to discuss something 
by email communications without the 
divergence of the discussion? 

We had to submit our work to a workshop. 

We found a difficulty in discussing about it 
by emails. 

◎ WOOC'92 [aga 1] 
○ oops mailing list [ki 1]

inherently asynchronous, 
tired of merging branches

Let’s start from our very old experiment.

At the time, 

I usually don’t want to take care of such deadlines, but,…



We hated a traditional BBS, a 
file, and a hierarchical directory
スレチ (off topic) on a BBS is usually 
blamed, but tracking a discussion over 
different topics must be important.   

File: If the goal of a discussion is not fixed, 
it is difficult to combine into a file.  

A discussion structure may not form a 
thread or tree but a web (graph). 



Mailing list v.s. Outline 
processor

We desired an online 
collaborative outline 
processor.  

A mailing list is write 
once and you can’t edit. 

http://ascii.jp/elem/000/000/083/83426/

Now available but they still depend on a file!

◎ outline processor[ki 1384] 
○ oops mailing list [ki 1]



A file of an Outline processor
topic title

paragraph

Our usage of emails

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraphtopic title

paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

topic title
paragraph

a mail a mail a mail

……

time

editable 
(but each file is for a story 

and needs another 
revision control system)

write once 
(but inherently stores 

revisions)
cf. backup software



How to write an email 
sent to our mailing list?

Each topic title has an id.  

A paragraph has at most 
three topic titles. 

Quoting a sentence in a 
paragraph must be specified 
by using a special quote 
marker. 

◎ topic A
paragraph

◎ topic A

paragraph
◯ topic B

◎ topic A

paragraph

◯ topic B
・ topic C

Three topic titles are enough to represent 
“multiple inheritance” and the splitting of a 

topic. Two are not enough.

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ 使い方[ki 6]



http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/number?3657


February 1992 - June 2005

http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/


Toffoli MIT AI lab.

自己触媒集合

テスター

iChat

時間
Knowledge Home

Unconvensional Models  
of Computation

Knowledge Home

MIT AI lab.

Ex: Topics in the neighborhood of the topic ‘Toffoli’

自己触媒集合, packing, reversible cellular automata, …

Employed topics in the context of ‘Toffoli’

http://10.30.95.160:10080/oops-ura/relation?ki+2683


Motivation: we need a 
search engine of the 
accumulated searching 
results and used searching 
keywords.  

Storing used searching 
keywords and a searching 
method is more important 
than storing the 
searching result. 

A simple record of search results is useless.



Masui et al. 2003 
Information Navigation by Neighbor Hopping

Bell 2004 
MyLifeBits

…

cf.

近傍検索

ライフログ

How and where to store searching 
activities?

How to record searching activities?

I already have my knowledge 
home for storing them!

◎ oops mailing list [ki 1] 
○ Knowlege Home[ki 2711]

I want store in my knowledge home.



Thinking crystal

Even one can recognize a small size of context, one can 
add a new paragraph or topic title to the wave front 
and possible to avoid the periodicity with the help of a 
carefully tuned stimulation.  

I am still not sure the forcing effort to escape from 
the period is actually making me happy or not in my 
last days. 

My impression when I am watching a patient of dementia: 
‘Trapped in a periodic repetition’. 

But wait! Even a simple crystal growth can be more complex.

How to escape from the periodic repetition?

◎ 自己触媒集合[ki 2641] 
○ ナチュラリスト[ki 2710]



I want to think like an amoeba growth 
without focusing on a special path!

The ‘light cone’ of 
a cellular space. The shape of the wave front of 

amoeba growth.↑is simple because the ‘background’ is simple.
↑is complex because the ‘background’ is complex.

◎ 作業パタンレコーダ[ki 1167] 
○ 制御された並列性[ki 2897]

‘Fairness’ of the ‘background.’



Turing Machine

(state, symbol) → (state, symbol, action)
action = left or right move

sight
time

hering

taste
smell
touch

Pres
ent

scan
/edit

Scanning area will be shrinking. 

Errors in each part will be increasing.

It is reasonable as a model of thinking:

Dementia can be regarded as 

Once I thought it is too simple for a model of thinking, but now I think…



Universal Turing 
Machine

A Turing machine which computes anything.

Woods, Neary 2011

Weakly universal: with an infinite asymptotically periodic input. 

asymptotically periodic

Although the sizes of memory (state) and scanning information at a time (symbol) are small,  
it is possible to compute anything employing a proper encoding and infinite periodic input of data. 

The definition of brain death might be changed in future… 



Thinking in a weakly 
universal manner.

A ‘cane’ = a knowledge home + an 
asymptotically periodic ‘background’ 

as a driving force?

I wake up every morning by the sound of an alarm clock as a ‘periodic background’ 
and I have a knowledge that I have to wake up and go to my office when I hear the 

sound. If I can’t remind the knowledge, I need to be informed. 



‘FES’ for thinking
Recording one’s work process as a network discussed 
above. 

Storing the measured data in one’s knowledge home. 

Show the most proper topic and its ‘tuned’ neighborhood 
topics in the data to support the next decision.  

The decision should be made by oneself.

‘Fairness’ of the ‘cane.’

www.irasutoya.com

My work process (thinking process) is 
hijacked or not…

‘Familiarity’ is not lost.

recommendation (but a new story is not needed to be made by the system)

Show one’s past work processes and make one try to connect the fragments of one’s thinking process by oneself.

complexity



Thinking without 
serialization

Thinking seems to be a serialization of a knowledge subgraph.  

Dementia first attacks the serialization ability.  

‘Recording any clue for finding, creating a new path and showing 
it’ is the most important for the system.  

Wandering (徘徊) is a good effort to cope with dementia. 

The system should promote “wandering in the graph”. Because 
each wandering path is the projection of a serialized thinking 
process anyway.  

Detect wandering and try to control the degree of the graph to 
keep one’s knowledge home sound. cf. brain storming

◎ 作業パタンレコーダ[ki 1167] 
○ 制御された並列性[ki 2897]

A real wandering also seems to be good and inevitable for a patient, but it is a source of worry for families and helpers. 

Wandering by a self-driving car? 
Wandering in a ‘programmable house’?

Showing some of the recorded paths are useful as a hint when one can’t make one’s decision.



What I need is a multimodal 
extension of our mailing list.

But, not too interference as far as I can do by myself… 

頭をひねらずにモノを捜し出せるようになったらおしまい[ki 2626]

https://1000ya.isis.ne.jp/1628.html

I might loose my eyesight. 
I might loose my motor function. 
I might forget how to read/write.



time

Escape

in the sense of Kurzweil

Clock variable lifeform

die suddenly

 (e.g. accident,  cardiac infarction)

die after notified (e.g. cancer)

Reversible lifeform
Present

senile decay

Personal singular point

“I can’t fix
 the system”

“I forget why I am

     u
sing the system.”

But the system must be 
essentially 他力本願.

relying on others.How to go through my ‘singular point’ without 
moving from my knowledge home? 





I thought I would rely on 
Softbank…

“Polygons are not sexy.”

An “AI” can reduce the time of 
talking with helpers.  

We are also responsible for 
reducing the time by our effort.

Jaron Lanier (in a talk with Rudy Rucker)

Sharing times with another 
human is essentially needed 
for our life, but we have to 
avoid bothering helpers.

cf. Minister for Loneliness (UK)
Pepper as a crony? 

◎ Virtual Reality[ki 1025] 

ぽたぽた焼 
http://nlab.itmedia.co.jp/nl/articles/1505/11/news132.html



人 
類 
総オタク化計画

Geeky human project
to be a geek but not a nerd…



cf. Minister for Loneliness (UK)

headlines.yahoo.co.jp

An isolated (active and even young) geek in 100 
years ago without a ‘cane’…



But after reading this article, 
I became anxious that 孫-san 
might not correctly 
understand the issue… (先急ぎすぎ)

I thought I would rely on 
Softbank…

So I am now talking to you to 
find an AI-engineer who has a 
first-person viewpoint on it…

孫『心の部分がないと、24時間一緒に過ごしたくない』

cf. Polygons are not sexy.

It seems impossible to stay together  
all day even if Pepper is a human.

It seems difficult to embed a human 
mind into Pepper so far.

https://business.nikkeibp.co.jp/atcl/book/15/284212/012000008/



Losing the ability of ‘recollection’ 
and the ‘driving forth’ of thinking

A patient of early-stage dementia 
tries to memorize things.  

But he lost them or forget watching 
them.

A patient of advanced dementia 
loses the motivation of memorize things. 



How to record and 
exhibit user activities

Any ‘passive’ recording devices is useless. 

I will be apt to forget bringing it.  

Finally I should forget why I need it. 

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 



Where is the best 
position for recording?

ubiquitous and autonomous

Max Headroom (1987) 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) 

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 
・ MAXHEADROOM[aga 37]



Where is the best 
position for recording?

www.cyrilabad.com/projects/corporate/a-venir-confidential-project/ 22052016-Aldebaran-Pepper-test4216.jpg

But I do not want it too active as far as I can do daily tasks.

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 



I am not so accustomed to the situation that 
someone is standing beside my bed.

When I forget why the Pepper is here, ….

◎ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

www.cyrilabad.com/projects/corporate/a-venir-confidential-project/22052016-Aldebaran-Pepper-test4227.jpg



Icons for each generation 
are important

When the stage advances, recent things will be lost one by one. 

introduced time in one’s life

My memory will be 
shrinking.

◎ media としての oops-ml...（笑）[ki 2622] 
○ user interface[ki 2624]

20 years old



Where is the best 
position for recording?

Not the position of 
Pepper but that of 
lighting equipment!

No shadow!

So far I want 
‘Luxo’ style Pepper 
in my bedroom and 

on my desk!

In the case of losing my 
eyesight…

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 
・ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

Pixar

cf. AWS DeepLens



How to record while going out?

The following candidates may not be 
helpful so far.

I have no good idea so far.

Battery issue, misplacing, … 
When I forget why I am bringing them...

◎ 生体計測[ki 2413] 
○ 監視カメラ[ki 2348] 
・ いるのにいないふり，いないのにいるふり[ki 1202]

Short-sighted people might have an advantage...

A real wandering also seems to be good and inevitable for a patient, but is is a source of worry for families and helpers. 



Privacy issue
Google failed to introduce the Google glass but 
Amazon so far successfully introduces a number 
of ‘privacy violating’ services.  

I want to make a contract with an IT company 
which will be the ‘driving force’ of my thinking.  

This will cause a serious privacy problem. 

But I would face to a more serious one with health 
care workers if I were not to ask it to any IT 
company in advance.



The future after consigning my 
‘soul’… paradise or nightmare?

Does doping a periodic background (with 
my finite network) help to reduce my 
fear of the future?

Switching my thinking context by a periodic 
background might be a doorway to my new 
time sharing ‘Nondeterministic’ Life…

Moreover



Any questions?

Questions and suggestions for practical 
techniques are welcome! 

Philosophical and privacy related 
questions: at a pub in the evening!





Detection and palliation of 
Behavioral and Psychological 

Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD)

小澤「痴呆を生きるということ」



https://orangeact.org/



https://jp.techcrunch.com/2017/05/09/digital-sensation/



An event might gain the 
motivation of living, but…

http://www.mistakenorders.com

E.g.



But…, how to survive the 
remaining 364 days.

http://www.mistakenorders.com

E.g. How many days until Christmas? Santa says 30 sleeps!

How to prepare and notify each ‘present’ 
in my future? 

Finally I will forget the ‘Santa’ is me. 

It is also desirable to prepare ‘events’ to 
gain my motivation by myself. 

As a researcher of biometrics, I would 
like to inspect the progression of my 
dementia and/or senile decay. How to 
make me analyze my data in future?

cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orphans_of_the_Sky

This will be an amazing adventure!



I might be willing to play with 
PARO every day in future, but 
I am just wondering that the 
developer of PARO actually 

want to play with it in their 
old age?

PARO is widely accepted by 
many care workers. It seems 
quite useful for both patients 

and care workers. 

There are many levels and 
variations of toys for each 

age of children. I believe 
there should be many levels 
and variations to my ‘toys’ 

of my old age.

http://www.parorobots.com
https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/johokanri/60/4/60_217/_html/-char/ja

The viewpoint is how to 
control the complexity of 

‘toys.’



https://diamond.jp/articles/-/170577



https://www.sankei.com/life/news/180404/lif1804040023-n1.html



http://hicbc.com/tv/kieteiku-ima/



https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1389945710001255



https://academic.oup.com/iwc/article/27/1/47/2357619



https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2211883717300916


